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Abstract
Homology modeling plays a central role in determining protein structure in the structural genomics
project. The importance of homology modeling has been steadily increasing because of the large gap
that exists between the overwhelming number of available protein sequences and experimentally
solved protein structures, and also, more importantly, because of the increasing reliability and
accuracy of the method. In fact, a protein sequence with over 30% identity to a known structure can
often be predicted with an accuracy equivalent to a low-resolution X-ray structure. The recent
advances in homology modeling, especially in detecting distant homologues, aligning sequences
with template structures, modeling of loops and side chains, as well as detecting errors in a model,
have contributed to reliable prediction of protein structure, which was not possible even several years
ago. The ongoing efforts in solving protein structures, which can be time-consuming and often
difficult, will continue to spur the development of a host of new computational methods that can fill
in the gap and further contribute to understanding the relationship between protein structure and
function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the mechanism of protein function generally requires knowledge of protein
three-dimensional structure [1–2], which is ultimately determined by protein sequence [3].
Protein structure determination using experimental methods such as X-ray crystallography or
NMR spectroscopy is time consuming and not successful with all proteins, especially
membrane proteins [4]. Currently there are about 2 million protein sequences in Swissprot and
TrEMBL (http://us.expasy.org/sprot/), among them about 30,000 proteins have had their
structures solved experimentally (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/). Although the rate of
experimental structure determination will continue to increase, the number of newly discovered
sequences grows much faster than the number of structures solved.

The huge gap between the number of available sequences and experimentally solved protein
structures could possibly be resolved by computational methods. Theoretical structure
prediction can be divided into two extreme camps: ab–initio method [5–7] and homology
modeling [8–9]. The first approach has fold prediction from physical chemistry principles as
one of its goals. The second method predicts the three-dimensional structure of a given protein
sequence based primarily on its sequence similarity to one or more proteins of known
structures. Fold recognition, an approach between the two extremes, has become an important
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tool that supplements sequence-based methods to detect remote homologs [10]. Actually it
could be considered as a combination of the two because it samples the known protein
conformations in PDB with scoring energies [11]. In the early 1990s, fold recognition was
considered as a separate field. The recent CASPs (Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction)
experiments arguably demonstrate that fold recognition has almost ceased to be a major
problem, and thus, it is often considered as part of hard homology modeling [12]. The progress
has come, mainly, from increased databases, profile analysis and better understanding of
energetic determinants of protein stability [13].

For decades, structure prediction has fascinated the scientific community; it is an extremely
important problem that is simple to define but difficult to solve. Although ab-initio methods
have achieved astonishing progress in the recent years, it is still unrealistic for reliable
application in the years to come [12]. The bottleneck is mainly due to the inaccuracy of force
field and intractable enormous conformation sampling. The free energy difference between
folding and unfolding is just several kcal/mol, equivalent to several atomic van der Waals
interactions [14–15], which poses a daunting challenge to any existing energy functions.
Furthermore, the inaccuracy of force field makes conformation sampling much more difficult,
since it could guide energy minimization to the conformation of global energy minimum that
is totally different from the true conformation. On the contrary, homology modeling has
assumed an increasingly important role in protein structure prediction in the recent years with
the advent of structural genomics initiatives around the world. This is because many protein
sequences are evolutionarily related, and thus can be classified into different families. Proteins
in the same families frequently have noticeable similarities and thus share three-dimensional
architecture, which allows a structural description of all proteins in a family even when only
the structure of a single member is known. This evolutionary relationship provides the rationale
for structural genomics, a systematic and large-scale effort towards structural characterization
of all proteins, where a representative protein in each family is chosen to be solved
experimentally with the rest reliably predicted by a homology modeling method [16].
Currently, only 7677 protein families have been identified according to the Pfam database
(http://pfam.wustl.edu/). Certainly, this number is strongly dependent on the sequence
similarity cutoffs used to cluster the sequence space. If 30% sequence identity cutoff is used,
which is generally considered as a threshold for successful homology modeling, statistical
estimates place the number somewhere between 10000 and 30000 for all proteins in Nature
[17], but only a fraction of which have distinct spatial arrangements [18]. Even though ab-
initio method can not solve protein folding problem in the foreseeable future, structure
prediction will nevertheless be solved by homology modeling method anyway with the
completion of structural genomics project, which looks like an attainable goal in the next 10
years. In fact, if we assume that protein structure is of global energy minimum, homology
modeling is a simple scheme to search the conformation space by minimally disturbing those
existing solutions, i.e., the experimentally solved structures. The obvious advantage is that the
homology modeling technique relaxes the stringent requirement of force field and enormous
conformation searching, because it dispenses with the calculation of a physical chemistry force
field and replaces it, in large part, with the counting of sequence identities.

Given a protein sequence, homology modeling usually consists of the following four steps
[19–20]: 1) identify the homologue of known structure from the Protein Data Bank; 2) align
the query sequence to the template structure; 3) build the model based on the alignment; 4)
assess and refine the model. When the sequence identity is above 40%, the alignment is straight
forward, there are not many gaps, and 90% of main-chain atoms could be modeled with an
RMSD (root-mean-square distance) error of about 1 Å [20]. In this range of sequence identity,
the structural difference between proteins mainly arises from loops and side-chains. When the
sequence identity is about 30–40%, obtaining correct alignment becomes difficult, where
insertions and deletions are frequent. For sequence similarity in this range, 80% of main-chain
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backbone atoms can be predicted to RMSD 3.5 Å, while the rest of residues are modeled with
larger errors, especially in the insertion and deletion regions [21–24]. Even in correctly aligned
regions, loop modeling and side-chain placement pose difficulties [25]. When the sequence
similarity is below 30%, the main problem becomes the identification of the homologue
structures, and alignment becomes much more difficult.

Approximately 57% of all known sequences have at least one domain that is related to at least
one protein of known structure [26]. The probability of finding a related known structure for
a randomly selected sequence from a genome ranges from 30% to 65%, since a few genomes
have received more research attention than others [19,27–28]. The percentage is steadily
increasing because more distinct folds are discovered each year, and because the number of
different structural folds that proteins adopt is limited. Current estimates suggest that there are
between 1000 and 5000 folds in the universe of compact globular proteins, with about 200 new
folds realized annually from the structure deposition [18]. Currently, over 1.1 million proteins
can readily have at least one of their domains reliably predicted with homology modeling
methods. Given the rate of experimental structural determination at approximately 6000
proteins each year (http://www.rscb.org), it is arguable homology modeling has already saved
up to hundreds of years of human effort. Even if homology modeling is generally much less
accurate than experimental methods, it can still be helpful in proposing and testing hypothesis
in molecular biology, such as hypotheses about the location of ligand binding sites [29–30],
substrate specificity [31–32], function annotation [33], and drug design [34]. It can also provide
starting models for solving structures from X-ray crystallography, NMR and electron
microscopy [35–36]. In the next 10 years, structural genomics will possibly discover all protein
distinct folds in Nature, making homology modeling applicable to almost any protein sequence
[37]. The usefulness of homology modeling is ever increasing when more proteins can be
predicted with higher accuracy.

In the following sections, we discuss the issues involved in homology modeling and the
progresses made in sequence-structure alignment, model building, model refinement and
model assessment.

2. HOMOLOGUE DETECTION AND ALIGNMENT
Homology modeling starts from selection of homologues with known structures from the PDB.
If the query sequence has high sequence identity (>30%) to the structure, the homology
detection is quite straightforward which is usually done by comparing the query sequence with
all the sequences of the structures in the PDB. This can often be achieved simply with dynamic
programming method [38] and its derivatives [39–40]. The most popular software is BLAST
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/) that searches sequence databases for optimal local
alignments to the query. The BLAST program functions very well for alignment of sequences
with high similarities. But when the sequence identity is well below 30%, homology hits from
BLAST are not reliable. A number of alternative strategies have been developed. These include
template consensus sequences [41–42] and profile analysis [43–45]. All these approaches,
based on either multiple sequence or structure alignments, are more sensitive because the
consensus sequences are better representative of the sequence family, and the profile reflects
the conserved structural or functional preferences.

In the past several years, profile methods have emerged as the primary approach in distant
homology detection. Position-specific profile search methods such as PSI-BLAST [46] and
hidden Markov models (HMMs) [47], as implemented in the SAM [48] and HMMER
(http://hmmer.wustl.edu) packages, have vastly improved the accuracy of sequence alignments
and have extended the boundaries of detectable sequence similarity. Sequence profiles
methods, e.g. PSI-BLAST, start from performing a pair-wise search of the database. The
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significant alignments are then used by the program to construct a position specific score matrix
(PSSM). This matrix replaces the query sequence in the next round of database searching. The
procedure may be iterated until no new significant alignments are found. The sequence profile
method can be further enhanced by including evolutionary information for both the query and
target proteins, where a profile from the query protein is compared with the profiles from the
target proteins. Profile-profile alignments can be implemented in several fundamentally
different ways [49–53]. The difference lies in how they calculate the score between two profile
positions. A profile is a set of vectors, where each vector contains the frequency of each type
of amino acid in a particular position of the multiple sequence alignment. In sequence-profile
alignments, the score is calculated by extracting (the log of) the probability for an amino acid
in this vector. However, in profile-profile alignments, two frequency vectors should be
considered and this can be done in several different ways using a dot-product [49], a
probabilistic model [54], or an information theoretical measure [50]. Ohlson and his coworkers
[55] have demonstrated that profile-profile methods performed at least 30% better than
standard sequence-profile methods both in their ability to recognize superfamily-related
proteins and in the quality of the obtained alignments. In addition, profile-profile methods that
use a probabilistic scoring function have an advantage over other methods as they can create
good alignments and show a good fold recognition capacity using the same gap-penalties.

The sensitivity of profile method is often enhanced with information from multiple structure
alignment, three-dimensional environment preferences, secondary structure prediction and
solvent accessibility. Since the structural information is more conserved than sequence, it may
represent the crucial requirement, in the process of evolution, of residues at specific positions
with respect to the stability and function of the structure as a whole. Structure-derived sequence
profiles that account for residue preferences in different structural environments are used
widely [10,56–65]. The direct use of multiple structure alignments offers an intuitive approach
for mapping structural information onto sequence. Sequence profiles generated from multiple
structure alignments have been used to identify homologous core structures [66], residues
conserved by evolution [23,67] and to derive structure-based substitution matrices [61,68–
68]. Structure information has been shown to improve alignment quality in some studies. The
Honig lab recently developed a series of hybrid multidimensional alignment profiles that
combine sequence, secondary and tertiary structure information into hybrid profiles [65]. They
demonstrated that both sequence-based and structure-based profiles contribute to remote
homology detection and alignment accuracy, and that each contains some unique information.
Przybylski & Rost [70] introduced a novel method that aligns generalized sequence and
predicted structure profiles. Using predicted 1D structure (secondary structure and solvent
accessibility) significantly improved over sequence-only methods, both in terms of correctly
recognizing pairs of proteins with different sequences and similar structures and in terms of
correctly aligning the pairs.

Although a major goal of the profile analysis has been remote homolog detection, an important
side benefit has been significant improvement in alignment quality, even at levels of sequence
identity for which pairwise alignment methods are known not to work. This, in turn, has had
a positive impact on the starting alignments used in homology modeling, and thus has the
potential to extend the applicability of homology modeling to increasingly lower levels of
sequence similarity. There are many tools publicly available in this area, which can be found
at the CASP6 website (http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp6/) and in the previous publications
[71].

3. MODEL BUILDING WITH ARTIFICIAL EVOLUTION
Given an alignment between the query sequence and the template, there are generally four
methods in model building depending on how the information in the known structures is
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transferred to the query sequence, i.e., rigid body assembly [72–75], segment matching [76],
spatial restraint [77], and artificial evolution. Since the first three methods have already been
reviewed extensively in literature [19–20], we are only describing our own approach, i.e.,
artificial evolution model building, which has been implemented in the NEST program, a
module of JACKAL package. In the recent CASP5–6, homology models built by NEST have
been ranked top 5% among all other participating groups. Since model building is a process
that involves model refinement, we are also discussing the refinement module in NEST.

The alignment between the query and the template can be considered as a list of operations
such as residue mutation, insertion or deletion. Suppose the template is the “parent structure”,
it would take Nature billions of years to evolve the template to the target. It is unlikely that
Nature would finish the daunting task in one step. Instead, a more probable scenario is for
Nature to evolve the template via multiple steps with minimal change to the template at each
step. Accordingly, building a query model could be considered as a process of editing the
template structure based on the alignment. Each operation, i.e., mutation, deletion or insertion,
will disturb the template structure and thus involve an energy cost, either positive or negative.
The model building starts from the operation with the least energy cost and so on. Each
operation is followed by a slight energy minimization to remove atom clashes. The final
structure is then subjected to more thorough energy minimization. The order for the first-round
operation does not have to be determined by actually calculating the energy cost for each
operation; instead, it can be conveniently estimated from an empirical point of view. For
example, mutation is generally easier in evolution than insertion and deletion. As such,
mutation operations on residues that are on the protein surface are usually performed first
followed by mutation on buried small-sized residues and so on. The operation is considered
successful if it does not cause a significant energy penalty to the structure; otherwise the
operation is discarded and will return to the waiting-list. Insertion or deletion of multiple
residues is considered as a group of operations, each operating on one residue. The operation
starts from the middle residue of the segment with deletion preferred over insertion, since
deletion is easier to be predicted. Similarly, operations with significant energy cost would also
be considered unsuccessful and returned to the waiting-list for the next round operation. The
next round operation actually works on the waiting-list, starting from the operation of the least
energy cost that has been calculated from the previous round, but with a doubled energy cutoff.
A number of rounds would finally accomplish the migration of the template structure to the
model, which will be followed by a series of model refinement.

Model refinement in NEST is performed in two steps. The first step is to increase alignment
quality, and the second step is to directly refine the model itself. Metaservers, e.g., CAFASP
(http://bioinfo.pl/cafasp/), are usually used to identify as many prospective templates as
possible. In the absence of a unanimous template identified by all servers, all possible hits will
be considered. For example, if multiple templates are identified but all servers point to the same
structural family, all structures in the PDB from that family should be used as possible
templates. For each template identified, a number of alignments are obtained either from
different servers or from alternative alignments based on a particular alignment protocol.
Because model building can be done rapidly using NEST, the ensemble of sequence alignments
is readily converted to an ensemble of three-dimensional model structures. A genetic algorithm
is used on the ensemble of models to repeatedly improve model quality. Specifically, all the
models are superimposed based on sequence alignment and the regions of high variability are
identified. The variable regions then try conformations from corresponding segments of other
models. The segment of the lowest colony energy is chosen as the best choice. The colony
energy is a simple scheme that favors conformations found in broad energy wells, thereby
approximating entropic effects [78]. The process can be repeated until a stable model has been
derived.
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For each model, unaligned regions corresponding to gaps in the sequence alignment are
modeled using the independent LOOPY program [78]. Specifically, two thousand initial
conformations are randomly sampled and filtered against the consensus secondary-structure
predictions from the CAFASP server. The 2000 conformations are then energy-minimized
using our fast “direct tweak” method, and the 300 conformations of lowest energy are kept.
An additional 300 are obtained from a fragment database using sequence similarity, secondary
structure, and end-point geometry. The 600 conformations are subjected to additional energy
minimization, and the conformation of lowest colony energy is selected. Side chains are
modeled with the independent SCAP program [79], where the initial conformation starts from
the NEST output. The final model will be further refined with constraints. The constraints
include backbone hydrogen bonds and main-chain framework of the template structure, i.e.,
an energy penalty would be applied if the sampled structure violates an existing hydrogen bond
or deviates significantly (more than 2 Å) from the original model. This is to guarantee that
sampling only visits conformations close to the templates.

Table 1 shows the most widely used model building programs that are publicly available.
Besides model building protocols, the programs also wildly differ from each other in the
methods that are used for model refinement. Given the same alignment and template, it was
generally believed there were no major differences between the best modeling programs.
However, a recent study by Wallner and Elofsson [80] has shown that some programs
performed better than others. In their study, a benchmark of six different homology modeling
programs MODELLER, SEGMOD/ENCAD [76], SWISS-MODEL [81], 3D-JIGSAW [82],
NEST, and BUILDER [83] is presented. Their study concluded that no single modeling
program consistently outperformed the others in all tests. However, it is quite clear that three
modeling programs, MODELLER, NEST, and SEGMOD/ENCAD, perform better than the
others. Detailed analysis of these homology modeling programs revealed some interesting
differences. For example, using a 1.4 GHz AMD XP processor, NEST needs 17s on average
to build a model, while SEGMOD needs 6s, and MODELLER takes 43 to 430s in
MODELLER6v2 and MODELLER6v2–10 respectively; MODELLER, SWISS-MODEL, and
BUILDE produce more models that do not converge compared to the other programs. For
sequence identities below 40% all modeling programs manage to bridge some gaps and build
some loops correctly or incorrectly; therefore, accordingly, some models are better or worse
than the template. In this region the MODELLER programs, NEST, SEGMOD/ENCAD, and
SWISS-MODEL, improved 20% of the models. Only NEST rarely made the models worse,
while all other programs deteriorated at least 5% of the models. The authors also found that
NEST had more of its models “among best” than the other programs, thus, selecting a model
from nest is almost always a good choice.

4. HOMOLOGY MODEL REFINEMENT
High-resolution refinement is a difficult task that requires an effective sampling strategy as
well as an accurate energy function to guide the search through conformational space.
Homology model refinement is primarily focused on tuning alignment and modeling loops and
side chains. Loops are usually the most variable regions of a structure where insertion and
deletion often occur. Correct alignment is the most important task for homology modeling,
since the errors introduced into the model by misalignment are hard to remove in the later
stages of refinement. When the sequence identity is above 40%, errors in the homology
structure mainly comes from side chains; when the sequence identity is between 30–40%, loops
and side chains become most problematic [20]. Given a good energy function, loop and side-
chain refinement can in principle be applied repeatedly to relax the backbone closer to the
native. Refinement on helix and beta sheet can be handled with similar methods as for loops,
where proper hydrogen bond constraints should be applied to retain the secondary structure
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definition [84]. Recent attempts have been made to use physical chemistry energy to refine
side chains, loop and helix segments, target-template alignment, and the whole model.

4.1. Loop Prediction
The basic goal is to predict the conformation of a loop that is fixed at both ends by the protein
backbone. Loop prediction is often regarded as a mini protein folding problem. Basically, the
approaches fall into two main categories: ab initio (de novo) [78,85–88] and database methods
[89–92]. Ab-initio methods of loop prediction involve the generation of a large number of
randomly chosen candidate conformations; database approaches try to find a segment of a
protein with known three-dimensional structure that fits the stem regions of a loop. In ab-initio
method, information from database is often included, e.g. phi-, psi-maps of known loops [85,
93,94]. Once loops are generated in this way, energetic criteria (or sequence similarity for
database approach) are often applied to select the most likely candidate.

It is obviously important that near-native conformations be present among the candidate
conformations generated in the first step of loop modeling. For loops of less than 12 residues,
adequate sampling does not appear to be a problem [87]. However, for database methods, loops
longer than 5 residues often have problem identifying near-native conformations in the
template library, which limits their utility for these cases [91]. Even if the Protein Data Bank
has been significantly enlarged since then, recent research showed that the database search
method is overtaken by the ab initio method at around six residues loop length [93]. The
accuracy of loop modeling is highly dependent not only on the number of residues in the loop,
but also on the distance between the loop stems. Generally, when the distance between the loop
stems is shorter, the loop conformation is more like “Ω”, and thus has more freedom to move
around; therefore, it is more difficult to predict. If the template candidate comes from a protein
structure of the same family as the target protein, database approach is usually more reliable,
especially for longer loops.

A number of recent papers on sequence-dependent loop prediction using a database method
achieved an average accuracy of more than 3.5Å rmsd for the backbone atoms of eight-residue
loops [90,95]. By combining database and ab-initio approach, Deane & Blundell [93] further
improved the prediction accuracy from 3.5 to 3.0 Å for 8-residue loops. Vlijmen and Karplus
[92] used CHARMM to optimize initial conformations that were selected from the protein
database. They report improved results for longer loops but their optimization procedure, which
involves simulated annealing, effectively extends the range of conformation space searched
beyond that provided by the database conformations. In this sense, their approach is closer to
ab-initio loop generation. The most accurate loop prediction from database approach was
reported by Michalsky et.al. [96], which has on average RMSD 1.35 Å for 8-residue loops.
This was mainly achieved by a comprehensive compilation of backbone conformations found
in the PDB, thus effectively relaxing the limitation of small template library on loop prediction.

Because conformational sampling does not appear to be a problem for loops of less than 12
residues, the quality of the scoring function used to evaluate loop conformations is the major
determinant of loop-prediction accuracy. Rapp and Friesner [87] used the generalized Born
solvation model and the AMBER94 force field to obtain low rmsd values for the two loops
they studied. Fiser et al. [85] published an extensive ab-initio study on a data set of 40 loops
and utilized a scoring function that included the CHARMM22 force field and statistical
preferences taken from protein databases. They reported low rmsd less than 2 Å from known
structures. Zhang et.al. [97] used DFIRE-based statistical potential for loop discrimination.
Their results suggest that a single-term DFIRE-statistical energy function can provide accurate
loop prediction as good as more rigorous physic-chemistry energies. Scoring functions based
entirely on physical chemistry potentials and an accurate solvation model have the potential
of identifying the native conformation as lowest in energy, but there are cases where lower
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energy conformations appear [98]. One problem may be that essentially every approach seeks
the lowest energy conformation, thus ignoring conformational entropy effects that will favor
broad energy wells. We have recently implemented a procedure called “colony energy” that
takes the shape of the energy well into account and yields highly accurate loop prediction (e.g.
1.4Å global rmsd for eight-residue loops) [78]. With crystal environments considered,
Jacobson et.al. [88] achieved the best accuracy of 1.0 Å rmsd for 8-residue loops with a
computing-intensive approach that combines OPLS all-atom energy function, efficient
methods for loop buildup and side-chain optimization, and the hierarchical refinement protocol.
Fogolari & Tosatto [99] demonstrated that molecular mechanics/Poisson-Boltzmann solvent
accessible surface area, if combined with colony energy approach, is very effective in
discriminating loop decoys.

Table 2 shows some loop modeling software that can be easily obtained from the web. Other
loop modeling software only exists as internal components for model building packages listed
in Table 1. Compared with database scanning method, most ab-initio loop prediction programs
are very slow. For example, the loop prediction program by Fiser et.al. [85] requires about 40
hours for an 8-residue loop; while LOOPY needs only about 10 minutes with good accuracy
[78]. In our recent participation in CASP6 (Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction), 2004,
LOOPY was ranked the third in the category of loop assessment
(http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp6/meeting/presentations/).

4.2. Side-chain Prediction
The greatest success in the prediction of side-chain conformations has been achieved for core
residues where packing constraints significantly simplify the problem. Even for core residues,
the accuracy of side-chain prediction degrades when the structure of the backbone is itself not
known to a high degree of accuracy. Many side-chain programs are based on rotamer libraries
[100], which are generally defined in terms of side-chain torsional angles for preferred
conformations of a particular side chain. The resolution of rotamer libraries has increased over
time and rotamer libraries have been compiled simply by sampling all angles at some given
level of resolution [101]. Since backbone conformation changes the frequency of the rotamers,
backbone-dependent rotamer library is often used in side chain modeling [102–103]. The major
advantage is to increase computing efficiency, since bad rotamers, e.g. clashing with the
backbone, have been automatically removed during construction of the rotamer library. Baker
and his coworkers [104] have developed a “solvated rotamer” approach that shows
improvement on side chain packing at protein-protein interface. This approach extends current
side-chain packing methods by using a rotamer library including solvated rotamers with one
or more water molecules fixed to polar functional groups in probable hydrogen bond
orientations, together with a simple energetic description of water-mediated hydrogen bonds.
As the number of rotamers increases, however, so does the problem of sampling all possible
conformations. There have been a variety of approaches developed to deal with the
combinatorial problem in side-chain prediction [105–111].

In recent papers, accuracies of about 1Å rmsd have been reported for core residues in known
structures where the backbone has been fixed in the native conformation [25,109,112,113]. A
number of recent studies suggest that further improvements may still be possible. Mendes et
al. [114] found, for example, that the use of an intrinsic torsional potential can improve
prediction accuracy. Lovell et al. [115] recently reported a novel rotamer library in which
internal clashes between side chain and backbone are removed. This library could, in principle,
be used to improve prediction accuracy. We have recently shown that using a very detailed
rotamer library, which is based on rotamers that use Cartesian coordinates taken from known
structures rather than idealized bond lengths and angles, yields rmsd values relative to the
native of only 0.62Å for core residues [79]. This appears to constitute a significant
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improvement over existing procedures and demonstrates that the combinatorial problem,
usually assumed to greatly complicate side-chain prediction, may in fact be of little
consequence. This was later confirmed in more detailed study [116], which showed that low-
order local minima for side chain prediction may be almost as accurate as the global minimum
when evaluated against experimentally determined structures. Improvement on side chain
prediction in recent years has mainly come from better energy functions. Eyal et.al. [117]
showed that solvent accessibility and contact surface area are important on the accuracy of side
chain prediction, particularly for modeling buried side chains. Liang and Grishin [118] have
developed a new and simple scoring function for side chain prediction that consists of the
following energy terms: contact surface, volume overlap, backbone dependency, electrostatic
interactions, and desolvation energy. The weights of these energy terms were optimized to
achieve the minimal average root mean square (rms) deviation between the lowest energy
rotamer and real side-chain conformation on a training set of high-resolution protein structures.
The derived scoring function combined with a Monte Carlo search algorithm was used to place
all side chains onto a protein backbone simultaneously. The average prediction accuracy was
87.9% for chi(1), 73.2% for chi(1 + 2), and 1.34 Angstrom rms deviation for all side chains in
a protein structure. As is the case for loop prediction, side-chain prediction accuracy depends
sensitively on the accuracy to which the backbone conformation is known [119]. This suggests
the possibility of developing procedures where side-chain and backbone conformation can be
used iteratively to refine homology models.

Table 3 lists some publicly available side chain prediction programs and the methods they used.
Earlier side chain predictions, e.g. RAMP [113], SMD [120], Confmat [112], etc., were usually
based on small rotamer libraries; most recent programs were using very detailed rotamer
libraries, e.g., SCAP [79], SCWRL [103], SMOL [118]. In our recent benchmark study of
SCAP, SMOL and SCWRL, SCAP excelled in prediction for core and surface residues
(manuscript submitted for publication). For partially buried residues, SMOL performed the
best, which was due to its more sufficient conformation sampling and optimized scoring
function. SCWRL performed reasonably well though not as accurate as the other two, but with
much less CPU cost. On a 300MH SGI machine, SCWRL is very fast, 3 seconds for each
protein, while SMOL needs 11700 seconds and SCAP needs 361 seconds. In the recent CASP6,
SCAP was ranked the second in the category of side chain assessment for homology models
(http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp6/meeting/presentations/).

4.3. Other Advances in Model Refinement
Recent attempts on model refinement have been mainly achieved from increasing alignment
accuracy. Almost all alignment software currently in use has to rely on one of the derivatives
of dynamic programming. Although dynamic programming can obtain global optimal
alignment for a given scoring matrix, it cannot account for non local residue-residue
interactions. For example, double mutant effects can only be properly estimated when their
spatial conformations are both available. As such, a cumbersome but effective method of
refining alignment is to build multiple models based on the alternative alignments, with the
best alignment corresponding to the model of the lowest physic-chemical energy. The rationale
is the assumption that conformation of lower energy is more likely close to the native state.
The method becomes possible due to the availability of more discriminatory energy functions
and faster model building tools [121,122]. Tens of thousands of models can be built in a short
time with linux clusters, each based on one variation of alignment. An effective scoring energy
can be readily applied to the ensemble of models. These models can be further minimized with
an approach similar to genetic algorithm, i.e., shuffling segments among different models by
fixing other parts of protein, where the stems of the segment should have identical residues
aligned with the template. Similarly, genetic algorithm is also an important tool to increase
model quality based on multiple templates. The multiple models, each based on one template,
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will be superimposed. Variable regions identified are exchanged and optimized among
different models. In the optimization process, an rmsd constraint can be applied to restrict
sampling to the conformational space close to the averaged framework of the original
templates. The method has been utilized in the NEST program and produced satisfactory results
in CASP6.

More recent research has been attempted to use MD simulation to model refinement. Lee et
al. [123] used molecular dynamics simulations with an explicit solvent model to refine Rosetta
models followed by scoring with the Poisson-Boltzman surface area solvation model. Their
results showed that native structures could be distinguished from low-resolution models and
that the native state is stable. Lu et al. [124] used a combination of local constraints, knowledge-
based potentials and molecular dynamics approaches that showed promising improvements
over previous studies using standard molecular dynamics methods. Fan & Mark [125] used
classical molecular dynamics simulations with explicit water to refine homology models. A
significant improvement over the model structures has been observed in a number of cases.
The results indicate that homology models could be possibly refined with molecular dynamics
simulations on tens to hundreds of nanoseconds time scale. Qian et al. [126] used the principal
components of the variation of backbone structures within a homologous family to define a
small number of evolutionarily favored sampling directions and showed that model quality can
be improved by energy-based optimization along these directions. Li et al. [84] developed new
hierarchical and multiscale algorithms to sample helices and flanking loops, which were
evaluated with an all-atom protein force field (OPLS) and a Generalized Born continuum
solvent model. This method, integrated with loop and side chain modeling technique, can
potentially be used to refine homology structures iteratively. The next-generation structure
modeling algorithms should be able to refine a protein structure closer to the native
conformation, although this is not an easy task. The most critical part is to obtain an energy
function that is sensitive enough to discriminate decoys from near-native conformations.
Though conformation sampling is also difficult, computer clusters allow more thorough
sampling of states around the original models.

5. MODEL ASSESSMENT
All models built by homology will have errors as discussed in the previous section. Verification
of the model, and estimation of the likelihood and magnitude of errors has become one of the
most important steps in advancing the state of the art of homology modeling. Errors of the
model are usually estimated either from the energy of the model, or from the resemblance of
a given characteristic of the model to real structures. The most critical component is the
development of a scoring function that is capable of discriminating good and bad models, and
therefore, would have enormous impact on the ability to predict protein conformations.

Scoring functions used for the evaluation of protein models generally fall into two broad
categories. ‘Statistical’ effective energy functions [127] are based on the observed properties
of amino acids in known structures, and have been widely used in fold recognition and
homology modeling applications. A variety of statistical criteria have been used successfully
to discriminate between deliberately misfolded and native structures. Most of them are directly
or indirectly based on the analysis of contacts, either inter residue contacts, inter atom contacts,
or contacts with solvent. For example, preferential distributions of polar and apolar residues
inside or outside of protein can be used to detect completely misfolded models [128]; solvation
potentials can detect local errors as well as complete misfolds [129]; packing rules have been
implemented for structure evaluation [130]. Residue or atom contacts are discriminative
because they are energetically favored. Real structures cannot tolerate too much unfavorable
interaction. Thus for a model to be correct only a few infrequently observed atomic contacts
are allowed. However, bond angles and bond lengths, though powerful in checking the quality
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of experimental structures, are usually less useful for the evaluation of models because these
factors have already been considered appropriately in the model building stage [19]. Although
they are computational cheap, statistical energies are not sensitive to evaluate near native decoy
structures, especially for segments of proteins, such as in the modeling of loop and side chains.

Physical effective energy functions [131] are based on a direct evaluation of the conformational
free energy of a protein. Recent work has demonstrated that such a direct evaluation of the
conformational free energy can be at least as successful as statistically based scoring functions
in distinguishing the native structure of a protein from an incorrectly folded decoy, although
generally at greater computational cost [121,132,133]. A distinct advantage of such physically
derived functions is that they are based on well-defined physical interactions, thus making it
easier to learn and to gain insight from their performance. Moreover, the success in CASP of
ab-initio methods based on purely physical chemistry methods [134] suggests that our
understanding of the forces that drive protein stability may have reached the point where it can
be translated into widely applicable computational tools. One of the major drawbacks of
accurate physical chemical description of the folding free energy of a protein is that the
treatment of solvation required usually comes at a significant computational expense. Fast
solvation models such as the Generalized Born [135] and a variety of simplified scoring
schemes [121,136] may prove to be extremely useful in this regard.

A number of freely available programs can be used to verify homology models as shown in
Table 4. They generally belong to one of two categories. The first category (e.g. PROCHECK
and WHATIF) checks for proper protein stereochemistry, such as symmetry checks, geometry
checks (chirality, bond lengths, bond angles, torsion angles, etc) and structural packing quality;
the second category (e.g.VERIFY3D and PROSAII) checks the fitness of sequence to structure,
and assigns a score for each residue fitting its current environment. A new graphics software
called GRASP2 developed in the Honig lab is also extremely useful in model assessment
[137]. The software can display alignments and template structures simultaneously for
assessment of the alignment quality. For example, gaps and insertions can be mapped to the
structures to verify that they make sense geometrically. Where residue substitutions occur, the
user can verify that structural features such as hydrophobic packing are maintained and that
active-site residues and other features of the target identified from the literature are conserved.
The manual inspection should be combined with existing programs to further identify problems
in the model.

6. SUMMARY
Protein structure plays a key role in understanding the mechanism of protein function.
Experimentally solving protein structure is a tedious process that can not meet the demand
resulted from the exponential growth of protein sequences. Protein structure prediction has
been a dream for scientific community for decades, not only for computational chemist, but
also for physicist, mathematician and computer scientist. The dream has not been viewed
attainable until recently with the explosion of sequence and structural information and because
of computational advances in many different areas including sequence profile analysis and
better understanding of energetic determinants of protein stability. In the next 10 years,
structural genomics project could possibly map out all the distinct folds in Nature, which makes
it possible to solve the problem of protein structure prediction reliably using homology
modeling method. The ever increasing databases of protein structure and sequence will be
certain to spur the development of a host of new computational methods aimed at detecting
new relationships between sequence, structure, and function. Continued progress in ab-initio
modeling makes it possible to further refine homology models to higher accuracy. Such models
will provide the basis for a more detailed analysis of structure and function relationships than
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has been available in the past and, will provide powerful tools for the analysis of experimental
data and for the design of new experiments.
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Table 1
Homology Modeling Programs

Programs Availability Methods
NEST http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/programs/jackal/ Artificial evolution

COMPOSER http://www-cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/ Rigid-body assembly
Tripos (COMPOSER) http://www.tripos.com/ Rigid-body assembly

CONGEN http://www.congenomics.com/congen/congen_toc.html Rigid-body assembly
MODELLER http://guitar.rockefeller.edu/modeller/modeller.html Spatial restraints

InsightII (MODELLER) http://www.accelrys.com/ Spatial restraints
SWISS-MODEL http://www.expasy.ch/swissmod/SWISS-MODEL.html Rigid-body assembly
SCHRODINGER http://www.schrodinger.com Rigid-body assembly

WHATIF http://swift.cmbi.kun.nl/whatif/ Rigid-body assembly
SEGMOD Module in Look, sold to Celera in 1999 Segment matching
DRAGON Contact Robin Munro at rmunro@nimr.mrc.ac.uk Spatial restraints

ICM http://www.molsoft.com/ Rigid-body assembly
3D-JIGSAW http://www.bmm.icnet.uk/servers/3djigsaw/ Rigid-body assembly

Builder Contact Koehl P at koehl@csb.stanford.edu Self-Consistent Mean Field Approach
PrISM http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/programs/PrISM/index.html Rigid-body assembly
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Table 2
Loop Modeling Program

Programs Availability Methods
LOOPY http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/programs.html Colony energy with ab-

initio conformation
sampling and torsional

space minimization
PLOP http://francisco.compbio.ucsf.edu/~jacobson/plop_manual/plop_overview.htm Extensive conformation

sampling, OPLS energy,
sufficient energy

minimization
COILS http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/COILS_form.html Scan database of known

loops from PDB.
MODELLER (loop module) http://guitar.rockefeller.edu/modeller/modeller.html Ab-initio conformation

sampling plus CHARMM
force fields

CODA http://www-cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/coda/ Combine database and ab-
initio approach for loop

modeling
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Table 3
Side Chain Modeling Program

Programs Availability Methods
SCAP http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/programs/jackal/ Colony energy method with simple energy and large Cartesian-

coordinate rotamer library
SCWRL http://dunbrack.fccc.edu/SCWRL3.php Simple energy with backbone-dependent rotamer library
SMOL Contact Grishin N.V. at

Nikolai.Grichine@UTSouthwestern.Edu
Optimized scoring function with extended backbone-dependent

rotamer library and Monte Carlo search method
SCCOMP http://atlantis.weizmann.ac.il/~eyale/ Optimized scoring function and Gibbs sampling like algorithm

RAMP http://www.ram.org/computing/ramp/ramp.html knowledge based potentials and small rotamer library
SMD http://condor.urbb.jussieu.fr/Smd.php Flex force field, small rotamer library and dynamic cluster

analysis of known structures
Confmat Contact Koehl P at koehl@csb.stanford.edu self-consistent mean field and small rotamer library

Maxsprout http://www.ebi.ac.uk/maxsprout/ Rough energy function and small rotamer library
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Table 4
Model Assessment Program

Programs Availability Quality to be checked
PROCHECK http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/~roman/procheck/procheck.html Stereochemistry

WHATCHECK http://www.sander.embl-heidelberg.de/whatcheck/ Stereochemistry, nomenclature, symmetry, packing,
inside/outside profile, missing atoms/residues, hydrogen

bonds, etc
ProsaII http://www.came.sbg.ac.at Mis-folded structures, faulty parts of structural models

VERIFY3D http://www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/Services/Verify_3D/ Residue’s fitness in the model environment
ERRAT http://www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/Services/Errat.html Statistical non-bonded atom-atom interactions

ANOLEA http://www.fundp.ac.be/pub/ANOLEA.html Non-local environment of heavy atoms
AQUA http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/users/jurgen/Aqua/server/ Violation, completeness and redundancy of NOE

distance restraints
Probe http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu/software/probe.php atomic packing, either within or between molecules.

SQUID http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~oldfield/squid/ e analysis and display of data from crystallography and
molecular dynamics

PROVE http://www.ucmb.ulb.ac.be/UCMB/PROVE Check the quality of the atomic model of a
macromolecule structure based on the calculations of

atomic volumes.
GRASP2 http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/programs.html Graphic display model structure and sequence-template

alignment
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